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ChildPlayWorks provides specialist Child-Centered Play Therapy
(CCPT) for NZ tamariki who need support.
Additionally, we are a nationally and internationally recognised
expert training provider in the wonderful modality of CCPT.
We work with:
•

Tamariki – by enabling them to use play as a tool for their own
healing and wellness.

•

Professionals – by providing specialised CCPT training to support
their own work with children.

•

Parents and Caregivers – by coming alongside and providing
education and advice about the CCPT process, and assisting
them to support their little one’s journey.

We believe that:
•

Every child has the ability within themselves to grow towards
maturity and wholeness by guiding and leading their own
therapeutic process.

•

Play is the natural world of a child, and

•

Playing is essential for healthy development

The world of play is therefore the ideal environment to meet and
communicate with a child who needs help.

440 350 55
supervision sessions

families impacted

trainees
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NZ Tamariki supported

Face to face training programmes
CCPT Services provided
CCPT professional development

Our People
Tyra Cuddihy has worked in the Justice Sector for over 20 years, including 10 years in the NZ Police and
Youth Aid working with children and youth, and 4 years in the Department of Corrections. Tyra’s current
mahi is within the High Impact Innovation Programme, a cross-sector initiative that is working hard to support
better outcomes for those within or impacted by the Justice system.
Judi Jacobsen is a NZAC registered counsellor and the founding director of ChildPlayWorks. Judi has worked
with children professionally for over 30 years and came from a background of primary teaching before she
completed her counselling and play therapy studies. Since then she has worked alongside children in ChildCentered Play Therapy in both agency settings and in private practice settings. Her role with ChildPlayWorks
is co-programme developer, co-trainer, workshop facilitator, supervisor and consultant.

Tyra Cuddihy, Chair

Judi Jacobsen, MNZAC

Megan Longman, ANZASW

Megan Longman is a registered Social Worker and a member of ANZASW (Aotearoa New Zealand
Association of of Social Workers). She has worked with children and their parents/caregivers for 40 years
beginning as a primary school teacher and then moving into early childhood education via Playcentre. For
the past 30 years Megan has worked in community social service agencies providing Child-Centered Play
Therapy for children and supporting parents/caregivers. Megan is now providing this in private practice.
Since 2009 Megan has worked alongside Judi Jacobsen with her role in ChilPlayWorks being co-programme
developer, co-trainer, workshop facilitator, supervisor and consultant.
Dean Hanna is a solicitor with a background in Family Court litigation having specialised in Care of Children,
Oranga Tamariki and Family Violence proceedings. He has helped whanau and individuals deal with legal
matters and work through care and protection issues while trying to ensure that vulnerable children are
not lost within the system. Dean believes that ChildPlayWorks plays a crucial role in providing very high
quality training in child-centred play therapy to deliver positive options in an often negative environment
and is privileged to work with the ChildPlayWorks team who have such a genuine heart for children. In a
country where a child’s welfare and best interests are often talked about, it is great to see an entity like
ChildPlayWorks actually doing something about it.

Dean Hanna, LLB, Board Trustee

Trish Searle, Board Trustee

Trish Searle has lectured at WINTEC on the BA Teaching ECE program for over 14 years with specialist topics
of child protecion, play and child development. She has a background in early childhood education, working
with children in vaious ECE settings and with children with special needs. She has also attended modules in
play therapy in Australia and NZ. Trish was part of the ChildPlayWorks training team and has been on the
board of trustees since its inception. She lives in Raglan and is taking time to transition into retirement.

Our People
Stacey Ward is our Funding Manager
and her experience and depth of
knowledge and expertise about funding
applications and processes has been
absolutely invaluable. We are thankful
for her tireless work on CPW’s behalf.
If Stacey had not been on board to
support our applications we would not
have achieved the funding success we
have seen to date.

Stacey Ward, Funding Manager

Brigitte Bokser assists in
Administration for ChildPlayWorks.
Brigitte lives in Dunedin and she
brings a wealth of administration
experience from her previous
corporate roles in New Zealand and
internationally. Brigitte is a supermamma to her three rapidly growing
boys and loves trail-running.
Gretchen Jacobsen is the Administration
Manager for ChildPlayWorks. She has
years of administration experience in
in the corporate banking world in the
UK and loves being able to use her
varied skillset to help the children of
New Zealand.

Gretchen Jacobsen, Administration

Brigitte Bokser, Administration

Dr. Bill Nordling, Ph.D.

Dr Bill Nordling
Bill Nordling, Ph.D. is a licensed clinical psychologist who serves as the
Chair of the Department of Psychology and full Professor at the Institute for
the Psychological Sciences – a doctoral level degree training program in
psychology in Arlington, Virginia (USA) – where he teaches coursework
in Child-Centered Play Therapy (CCPT) and Filial family therapy. For the
past 20 years, he has also served as the Director of Certification Programs
in CCPT and Filial therapy at the National Institute of Relationship
Enhancement – a training institute founded by Drs. Bernard and Louise
Guerney. Dr. Nordling is a Registered Play Therapist Supervisor through
the Association for Play Therapy (USA). He was a founding Board member
of the Maryland Association for Play Therapy and also served on the
Board of Directors of the national-level Association of Play Therapy
(USA) for six years, and was its President for 2010.
Dr. Nordling has conducted over 150 multi-day training workshops
throughout the U.S. and internationally in the areas of play and Filial
therapy. He has authored a number of publications in these areas
including the book Child-Centered Play Therapy: A Practical Guide to
Developing Therapeutic Relationships with Children (co-authored with
Nancy and Jeff Cochran).
Dr. Nordling specializes in distance supervision, case consultation, and
mentoring of clinicians at all levels of development in order to bring
excellence to their practice of play and Filial therapy, and more generally
to develop their abilities to engage in case conceptualization, treatment
planning and use of multiple levels of intervention (e.g. individual child,
parent, couple, school) to address child and family problems.

Our People

Nancy H. Cochran, MA, CAS, LMHC

Dr. Jeff Cochran, Ph.D., NCC, LMHC

Nancy Cochran
Nancy H. Cochran, MA, CAS, LMHC is an adjunct assistant professor for the
Department of Educational Psychology and Counseling at the University of
Tennessee (UT). Nancy has over 20 years’ experience serving children, youth
and families, in school and agency settings, as a school psychologist and
child-centered play therapist. She served in private practice with Blossom
Road Psychotherapy in Rochester, NY for seven years, and currently in
Knoxville, TN she serves as clinical coordinator for REACH – a grant funded
program that provides Child-Centered Play Therapy, Filial Therapy and
related services for children deemed at-risk in high poverty urban elementary
schools. She is certified as a Child-Centered Play Therapy Supervisor by
the National Institute for Relationship Enhancement (NIRE) and regularly
provides post-masters supervision in Child-Centered Play Therapy at the
University of Tennessee, for NIRE and for Play Therapy Australia.
Dr Jeff Cochran
Jeff L. Cochran, Ph.D., NCC, LMHC is an associate professor in the
Department of Educational Psychology and Counseling and is the
Coordinator of the Mental Health Counseling Program at the University
of Tennessee. His counseling experiences range from agencies serving
troubled youth to elementary schools and universities. He has lived and
worked as a counselor in a number of states as well as overseas. He
earned his Ph.D. at Virginia Tech in 1996 and continually learns from his
teaching and supervision of counselors, as well as ongoing partnerships
in research and service with practicing counselors, friends and
professionals in related mental health fields.
Jeff and Nancy frequently write, present, and teach together. They have
published numerous articles regarding outcomes and applications of
therapeutic relationships and are the authors of The Heart of Counseling:
A Guide to Developing Therapeutic Relationships (Thomson Brooks/Cole, 2006)
and with co-author, Bill Nordling, of Child-Centered Play Therapy – A Practical

Guide to Developing Therapeutic Relationships with Children (Wiley, 2010).
They also run the UT REACH Project, which is a multi-systemic, school-based
mental health counseling intervention for very high risk children and
families. The service-research project features child-centered play therapy
to turn around the lives of troubled children and families.
Dr. Wendy Kelly
Wendy Kelly Ph.D., is a Clinical Psychologist who has worked in the area
of child maltreatment, foster care and mental health for over 30 years,
including five years for Child Youth and Family Specialist Services (now
Oranga Tamariki). She has completed a PhD and written a book entitled:
Understanding children in foster care: Identifying and addressing what
children learn from maltreatment. She has a private practice specialising
in trauma and foster care and is a Clinical Practice Advisor in the Clinical Psychology programme at Victoria University. She teaches one day
seminars on the topics of attachment, early relationships, maltreatment
and foster care both nationally and in Australia. Wendy leads our 1-day
seminar The Effects of Trauma on Children’s Attachment Relationships.
Dr. Kathryn Sleet
Kathryn has a BA (Hons) Social Sciences MA (Ed) in Guidance and
Counselling (1989), Postgraduate Certificate in Education (1990) and a
PhD in Counselling (2004), from the University of Durham (UK). She also
has a Postgraduate Certificate in Play Therapy (1997) and Postgraduate
Diploma in Play Therapy (1999) from Roehampton University (UK). Kathryn
is an Accredited and Registered counsellor with BACP (British Association
Counselling and Psychotherapy) and she is an Approved Supervisor with
BAPT (British Association Play Therapists). Kathryn taught on and was the
program leader for MA in Counselling at the University of Durham (1998–
2008). Since, she has taught child development and human development
modules on both Education and Social Work on undergraduate programs and
Play Therapy in universities in the UK. From March 2010 to December 2011

Dr. Wendy Kelly, Ph.D.
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Dr. Kathryn Sleet

Kathryn was Director for the MA of Counselling at the University of Queensland,
Brisbane, Qld. Australia. She supervised Masters’ dissertations and PhD students
in Education, Counselling, Therapeutic Childcare, Social Work and addiction
studies. Kathryn has been responsible for the design and development of
counselling modules on the MA in Counselling program in the areas of
theory, practice, self-development and research methods. She has written
and taken through University validation a MA in Play Therapy at the University
of Durham and an MA in Counselling Studies with Children and Young
People at Glyndwr University in North Wales. As a volunteer and part of a
research project in East Africa, Kathryn has co-designed and delivered a
Certificate in Play Therapy for an NGO in Kenya East Africa for qualified
Kenyan Counsellors wishing to adapt skills to work with children and
young people both infected and affected by HIV/AIDS. Since 1989 to the
present time Kathryn has been involved in assessment, exam board
preparation in both undergraduate and postgraduate studies in Counselling,
Education, Play Therapy, Social Work and Therapeutic Childcare.
Kathryn has published several scholarly journal articles, reports, book
chapters and other texts in both national and international journals and books.
She has presented her research at Counselling and Education conferences
and other professional and community forums since 1993 and has been
an invited speaker and key note speaker at international conferences on
several occasions. Kathryn’s clinical practice includes working with both
adults, young people and children. Her play therapy practice has included
bereaved children, children who have experienced torture and trauma,
abused children, chronically ill children, children in the care system, children
with attachment issues, children with anxiety and depression and children
on the Autism spectrum.
Currently Kathryn works as a consultant trainer and clinical supervisor
with play therapy and counsellors working with children and young people
supervisees in the U.K., New Zealand and Australia.

Heather Chambers
Heather worked as a Consultant Child Psychotherapist in private practice at The
Child & Family Development Centre on the Kapiti Coast. She began her work in
psychotherapy with adults in 1986 and trained further in psychodynamic Child
Psychotherapy in 1991, receiving her Post Graduate Diploma in Child Psychotherapy
at Otago University, Dunedin. She is a registered psychotherapist for both adults
and children and holds an advanced clinical practice certificate through NZAP.
Heather was a Consultant Child Psychotherapist to the Child Adolescent and Family
Mental Health Service at Hutt Valley Health, Wellington. Her primary role was to train and
support staff in PACT; an attachment based intervention that she authored and developed
for parents and children experiencing intractable relationship distress. She trained
groups of clinicians in South Australia in the model, through funding and support of
Flinders Medical School, Adelaide. Her treatment model is currently being practised
and researched within CAMHS services in South Australia.
Heather’s longstanding interest and the focus of all of her work is the promotion and
remediation of positive parent child relationships as a basis for mental health. Most
recently she was engaged in teaching, clinical work, supervision and writing. Heather
was guest presenter in the ChildPlayWorks Clinical Play Therapy Training Programme
for Module 5. She has recently moved into enjoying full retirement.
Andrea Broadhurst
Andrea is an Occupational Therapist who has specialised in mental health, including
infants, children, adolescents and adults for the past 30 years. She had specialised
training in Psychotherapy, infant mental health, parent child relationships and attachment
based therapy. She has applied these skills to the field of mental health, both in NZ
and the UK. She currently has two roles – one as a Senior Occupational Therapist in
the DHB at Infant Child Adolescent and Family Service (ICAFS) and one in her own
Private practice, The Child & Family Development Centre.
Andrea has a particular interest in parent-child relationships, children with sensory
needs, and thinking about how these issues interface with trauma and emotional
well being. She loves being able to share knowledge with parents and colleagues
from all disciplines and helping making life happier.

Heather Chambers

Andrea Broadhurst

For our staff
This year has been significant for the Charity in that
we have embedded practice around the application
and follow-up of funding grants. Our funding manager
Stacey Ward hs again been pivotal in creating
awareness with funders about CPW’s work, providing
funding advice and support, and doing the ‘hard-yards’
to get funding applications in on time and to the
required standard. Thank-you Stacey, your support
has been, and continues to be, invaluable to CPW.

Judi and Megan will be stepping down from the
Board from August 2019, to ensure that there is
a clear line between the management and the
governance of the Charity. Because we were a
small organisation when we first started, Judi and
Megan’s presence on the Board was a necessity.
However now that we are growing it is time for
Judi and Megan to take up roles as non-voting
consultants to the Board, making way for new
Board members to be appointed.
We have subsequently had a number of
expressions of interest from potential CPW Board
Members for the next 3-year term, and we look
forward to notifying the appointments of new
Board Members on the CPW website soon.

Ehara koe i a ia!

Gretchen Jacobsen has joined our team this year
as the CPW Administration Manager. Gretchen was
brought in to support Brigitte Bokser and then take
over the main part of administration for the Charity,
as Brigitte’s beautiful brain is still recovering from
brain tumour surgery 12 months ago. Gretchen has
picked up the role with gusto and truly ‘run with it’.
The creative layout of this Annual Report is
attributable to Gretchen’s artistic flair and eye for
detail. Gretchen is the key point of contact for all of
our new trainees and she is enjoying growing into
the role. Thank-you Brigitte and Gretchen for your
support and hard work this year.

A year of growth
Since our last report ChildPlayWorks (CPW) has
grown as a Charity, as a provider, and as a Faculty.
We have expanded our training offerings and are
now providing one-day professional development
workshops for Early Childhood Education
providers (ECEs), agencies and primary schools.
Our work has expanded throughout New Zealand
and we now have trainees and CCPT practitioners
in over 30 areas.

Sadly we will say farewell to Trisha Searle from the
Board from August 2019, as she has recently
resigned from her working commitments to allow
her to enjoy retired life in Raglan, spending time with
her own whānau and mokopuna in this next stage of
life. Trisha has been a fundamental support for CPW
since its inception, both as a training provider and
then as a Board member. Thank-you again Trish for
your support and input to our Board and we wish
you all the very best for your future.

From
Our Chair
As another 12 months of working in the wonderful
world of Child Centred Play Therapy (CCPT) draws to a
close, it is my pleasure to present this Annual Report
for the ChildPlayWorks Charitable Trust for 2019.
I would like to start by acknowledging the many
people who have contributed towards ChildPlayWorks’
efforts and successes this year, including our staff,
our national and international supporters and
partners, and our community funders. We are
absolutely aware that the work we do frequently
relies heavily upon the generosity of others,
particularly our funders and our Board members.

National and International Faculty
Thank-you once again to our national and
international Faculty. We are so fortunate to have
some of the leading CCPT trainers and consultants
on our Faculty to provide leading-edge practice
information, advice and support to our staff and
to our trainees. I noted in my last report that our
certification programme is now a formally
recognised, pre-approved qualification for entry
into CCPT programmes with the National Institute
of Relationship Enhancement (NIRE) in the United
States. This designation has been granted to fewer
than 5 programmes outside of the United States,
and it speaks to the calibre of our Faculty. CPW
trainees receive international best practice
training here in NZ through CPW, and they can
then progress to advanced certification programmes
in CCPT Supervision and Filial Therapy through
NIRE if they wish to do so. We are really excited

just their nice theory or idea – it is the heart of
what they do. Ko te muka herenga whanaungatanga
te manawa underpins the CPW mantra that the
We have continued to support a significant piece of
playroom is the heart of relationship for every
international research led by Dr Jeff Cochran from
child. The profoundness of the therapeutic
Tennessee University that seeks to determine the
relationship is the basis of change and healing for
levels of effectiveness of CCPT services provided by
the child, not the techniques we employ. Judi and
CPW-trained therapists in NZ. The results of this
Megan’s hearts are ever-present in the playroom,
research will be in the next 2-3 years and we will
and this is a fundamental principle of what CPW is
publish these findings when they become available.
all about. Thank you again Judi and Megan for your
For our Board
mahi, for your dedication and commitment to the
I would like to again thank my fellow Board members CPW Charitable Trust over the past 12 months.
for their support and commitment to this organisation We are looking forward to what is ahead.
over the past 12 months. Board members are not
For our tamariki and whānau
paid for their expertise, their attendance at Board
We are so lucky to be working in an environment
meetings, or their input and consultation via email or
where we end up learning as much as we teach,
phone at various times throughout the year. Yet they
and receiving as much as we give for the trainees
faithfully attend each meeting and reply to various
we support, and the tamariki and whānau we work
enquiries in a professional and pro-active manner,
alongside. It is such a privilege to do what we do,
offering their wealth of knowledge and experience
and we are grateful to the whānau and
to support CPW’s growth – all in their own time and
caregivers who trust us with their tamariki whai
“out of the goodness of their hearts”. It speaks to
taonga, having faith that their little ones will be
the calibre of people we have throughout CPW that
supported towards healing and growth.
their mahi is always completed with the intent of
We remain committed to coming alongside parents
making a positive difference in the lives of tamariki
and caregivers and supporting them to meet the
and whānau throughout Aotearoa.
needs of their tamariki in a safe and loving home.
The heart and soul of ChildPlayWorks
Above all, we remain committed to affirming
Finally I would like to thank Judi and Megan, the
mana tamaiti and advancing the wellbeing of all
heart and soul of ChildPlayWorks. Very little of what
New Zealand children.
has been achieved by CPW to date could have been
Nāku noa
done without the dedication and commitment of
these two amazing ladies. Judi and Megan live and
Tyra Cuddihy
breathe this work and anyone who meets them
quickly realises that child-centred play therapy is not
that we can offer this to our highly skilled graduates
for their ongoing professional development.

What is
Child-Centered
Play Therapy?
Child-Centered Play Therapy (CCPT) is a form
of child counselling for children from ages 3
through 11-12. Because the child’s world of
play is their natural way of communicating,
the play therapist enters the child’s play world
to communicate with them and to help them
understand and resolve any psychological
and psychosocial challenges e.g. trauma,
separation of parents, loss of a loved one,
chronic illness, etc.
In play therapy, children are able to express
their experiences and feelings through a natural,
self-guided and self-healing process. Children
are helped towards healthier and better social
integration, growth and development.

In CCPT, a relationship of trust is
developed between child and play
therapist, making the playroom a
place of safety.
The benefits of play therapy for children include:
•

A safe place in which to express their
thoughts and feelings.

•

Facilitates the development of self esteem,
problem-solving and coping skills.

•

Supports emotional healing and growth.

•

Assists children in making decisions and in
accepting responsibility for these.

•

Develops a child’s ability to explore and
practise social skills.

•

Fosters a child’s ability to make friends and
to understand the world he or she lives in.

•

Allows children to discover their natural,
inner resources for healing.

•

Encourages children to be confident
and focused.

•

Fosters imagination and creativity.

•

A safe environment for children for whom
talking is difficult.

He manawa whanaungatanga
mo nga tamariki katoa
The Heart of Relationship For Every Child
We are committed to making a positive difference in the lives of NZ children through high-quality training
delivery of CCPT, and ‘supporting the supporters’.
CPW exists to provide New Zealand children with trained therapists who operate at a level of international
expertise in CCPT. The potential impact of CPW’s work is significant. 19.3% of New Zealand’s population is
14 years old or younger1. The NZ Government has stated that the safety and wellbeing of all NZ children is a
key priority, and CPW are in a unique position to support this through the professional training programmes
and supervision support we provide.
CPW’s work impacts directly on the lives of vulnerable tamariki and rangitahi in NZ, by ensuring that professionals
supporting tamariki in multiple work areas are trained to operate as specialists in child-centered practice.
The professionals who come to CPW are comprehensively trained and then supervised in the workplace
to safely and effectively support tamariki to heal, grow and flourish.
A single trainee from CPW will work alongside a number of tamariki every year, and we are very aware that
the ‘downstream’ impact of even small numbers of our trainees is significant. We maintain a database of all
therapists who have completed CPW training, and we are frequently contacted by Government and community
organisations enquiring about access to CCPT services and practitioners in their area.

1. Statistics NZ, reference http://nzdotstat.stats.govt.nz/wbos/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=TABLECODE7979&_
ga=2.50624937.1094376872.1543181305-352913039.1543181305#

Helping Mary through loss, grief & anxiety

From helplessness to confidence

Six year old Mary* was having struggles in separating from her mum and had become quite helpless in that she said she
could not put on her shoes or dress herself. She was having frequent temper tantrums, difficulty getting to sleep,
frequently angry and having nightmares. Mary’s mum said this was unusual behaviour for Mary and had only presented
with these behaviours fairly recently. She told of Mary’s grandmother passing away 3 months ago. About the same time
Mary’s mum found out she had cancer. Mary was with her mum when she was told and witnessed her distress. She is
now having treatment and the prognosis is positive.
Mary was clinging to her mum as we walked up to the playroom initially, but with her mum staying for a few minutes
and with the therapist acknowledging and recognising her fear of letting go of “mum”, Mary was able to feel she could
manage to come in and play on her own.Mary showed much helplessness – not being able to use the stapler, glue or
cellotape or get the lid off the play- dough. The therapist deeply acknowledged her desire to do these things as well as
gently letting her know that she believed she (Mary) could do it and this led to Mary to “giving it a go” with the therapist
always acknowledging any little partial success.
In a significant session Mary wanted to tie a bow in a length of string to hang a picture she had made – helplessness
was expressed and she asked the Therapist to “make a bow”. With again acknowledging her desire to have a bow and
recognizing her fear of “getting it wrong” as well as affirming every small step she took to make the “bow” Mary made a
number of attempts to complete it. After 4 attempts of not getting it quite right she threw back her head and laughed.
She repeated making mistakes on purpose and laughed at each “mistake.She did this, with the therapist joining in her
delight and laughter, for a good 5 or 6 attempts at tying the bow. Mary had discovered she didn’t have to be helpless and
that she could make mistakes and get “it wrong” and nothing dreadful would happen. That she could make choices about
how she could do things and she could have fun even when things do not go “right”. This was a turning point for Mary.
Mary proceeded through her therapy process able to explore her loss and grief over the death of grandmother and her
anxiety around her mother’s health. In her last session she used playdough and made biscuits. When taking them out
of the oven she declared she had “made the best biscuits in the world”. By this time at home Mary was dressing herself,
confidently going to school and taking 6-year-old responsibilities with little resistance. She had been invited to a birthday
party which she was excited about attending with out her mother. Temper tantrums were not as frequent and she was
able to sleep in her own bed without having nightmares.
Her mother was supported to connect with a support group where she could talk about her health issues and so not
burden her daughter. The therapist also met with Mary’s mother regularly to coach her in ways she could respond to
her daughter that would enhance their relationship.

*all names in case studies have been replaced for confidentiality

A full year
The professionals who come to CPW are
comprehensively trained and then supervised in
the workplace to safely and effectively support
children to heal, grow and flourish.

OVER THIS PAST YEAR:

55

new professionals have trained with
us/participted in training/are working
with clients

195

tamariki worked with
professional graduates

Research

Testimonials

Dr Jeff Cochran and Nancy Cochran, along with his support his university
support staff has continued to meet regularly (6 weekly) with CPW
trainees and graduates who are involved in the research study to
determine the effectiveness of child-centered play therapy (CCPT) for
children in NZ.

“Excellent! It has surpassed all my expectations.
I am so excited about this therapy model. It aligns
with the way I practice, and I can’t wait to start
using this. I am really looking forward to the next
training.” (A.R. – social worker)

The numbers of participants were slow coming in at the beginning of
the year but these have increased over time. It was identified that not
so many of the referrals came from schools and it was not always easy
to get teacher ratings so it was decided that parent ratings would be
used. By the end of May thirteen clients were being monitored and
another 9 being referred to be involved in the research. Rates of progress
of the children involved indicated “good progress in the first 6 sessions”.

“If only this way of being with our Tamariki was
systematically valued.” (J.G. – counsellor)

An Update

At the last 6 weekly meeting in July there were 19 participants being
monitored – Dr Cochran indicated if there can be a total of 25
participants for this year and at least 25 (hopefully more) for each of
the next 2 years that will be sufficient numbers to process and publish
the research in 5 years’ time – we are getting there. Again, the rates of
progress of the children involved in the study are overall “good”.
A big thank you to those involved in this exciting research as it does
take time to gather and send all the data that is required for this “first
time “ research in NZ.

Spreading the love

“Everyone working with children should learn this!
This is by far the most productive and practical
workshop I have attended – and I have been to lots!
I would be so excited to carry on and become a play
therapist, but I can also easily see how the content
will be readily transferred (and shared!) in the work
I currently do. It has been such a powerful journey
of discovery – both personal and professional.
Thank you!” (K.B. – social worker in schools)
“I was initially unsure of what to expect in doing
this workshop. However, I was in love after hour
1 of day 1. My ideas, values and opinions have
changed in a beautiful way. Thank you! Megan and
Judi, it has been the greatest privilege to learn from
you both, I absolutely can’t wait for Stage 2!” (A.P. –
post graduate psychology student, Waikato University)

Free to heal
Janet’s CCPT process

6-year old Janet* had been removed from her parents care when very young because of abuse and neglect
and was living long-term with her maternal grand-parents.
Janet was experiencing daily prolonged bouts of screaming for seemingly no apparent reason and these
occurred mostly at home. Her grandparents heard about play therapy from their GP as being a
developmentally appropriate form of therapy for children and made a play therapy referral for Janet.
In her first few sessions in the playroom, Janet wanted her therapist to be aware of all the things she knew
about concerning the range of toy animals on the playroom shelves, as well as other objects in the playroom.
It appeared that she was wanting affirmation of her talents and knowledge and wanted the play therapist
to ‘be impressed’ with this.
Adhering to the therapeutic modality of Child-Centered Play Therapy, the play therapist instead acknowledged
with Janet that she knew an enormous amount of information about the animals and other objects in the
playroom, and she wanted the therapist to know this. No praise was given, just careful acknowledgement
of what was happening for Janet.
As a result, Janet gained an understanding that there was no need for her to impress the therapist, and
she could just be herself and enjoy and appreciate her own uniqueness.
Janet was then able to process the trauma she had experienced as a child and slowly her bouts of screaming
decreased and eventually disappeared.

Toys are the child’s world,
and play is their language
Garry Landreth

Alongside Janet’s play therapy process, the play therapist met regularly with Janet’s grandmother and
helped her to gain an understanding of what was happening for Janet.
It appeared that Janet had held high levels of self-expectations and felt this from others as well, causing
her deep distress with this leading to the prolonged bouts of screaming. The play therapist supported
Janet’s grandmother in parenting strategies which included acknowledging Janet’s thoughts and feelings
rather than reacting to them, as well as other ways of responding to Janet which served to strengthen
their relationship together.

Our Supporters

Grants & Donations

Mai rano i raro o tatou Ngakau kei
te whakawhetai
Trust Waikato

Kiwanis Foundation

COGS Waikato South

COGS Kirikiriroa

Page Trust
(administered through
Public Trust)

Jumble Around

Norah Howell
Charitable Trust

We are extremely grateful to all of our funders
and supporters over the past 12 months.
Thank you to these very generous trusts and
organisations who have financially enabled us
to make a difference in the lives of tamariki
throughout Aotearoa.
Thank you, from the bottom of our heart.

John Ilot
Charitable Trust

Len Reynolds Trust

Scotlands Te Kiteroa
(now Rural Women
New Zealand)

Charitable Trust two
rows in case

Take care of our children.
Take care of what they hear,
take care of what they see,
take care of what they feel.
For how the children grow,
so will be the shape
of Aotearoa.
Dame Whina Cooper

Photo credits:
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